
Report

always been offputting to those of us
not especially numerate; its relevance
has been questioned by those of us who
are 'proper doctors' looking after actual
patients, 'real' people.

It is therefore a pleasure whole-
heartedly to recommend this slim book.
It is cheap, well set out (like the other
British Medical Journal books) and
readable. Indeed, it almost leads the
reader into the ranks of the initiated.
Definitions, rates, surveys, planning,
conducting, screening, aetiology, and
outbreaks of disease are tackled, with
useful clinical illustrations and
examples throughout. These illus-
trations represent the real strength of

the book. Consideration of dietary fibre
for "diseases of civilization", oral
treatment for asymptomatic diabetes,
the difference between the neurologist's
view of multiple sclerosis and the gen-
eral practitioner's, prognosis in acute
coronary heart disease-such topics per-
sistently draw epidemiology into 'our
patch'. Not only are they fascinating in
their own right: more importantly, they
show how relevant, indeed central, is
epidemiology to us in general practice.
For here is the study of disease in re-
lation to population. "Like the clinical
findings of pathology, the epidemiology
of a disease is an integral part of its
basic description."

Let us hope that the authors will help
break down the barriers between the
initiated and non-initiated. They cer-
tainly deserve to. By helping to make
this badly neglected discipline less fear-
some and irrelevant, they might even.
help to break down the apartheid of
research in general practice.
Recommended for the practice, not

just the library, the book is much better
than an (? incomplete) collection of
tornout BMJ articles (circa 1978/79).
Well worth getting (and far fewer tables
and numbers than the average article in
this Journal-let alone a BMJ one).

R. H. WESTCOTT

REPORT

Royal College of General Practitioners!
Norwegian Course
A course for general practitioners was held from

2 to 6 October 1978 at 14 Princes Gate, organized
jointly by the Royal College of General Practitioners
and the Sogn and Fjordane Medical Association in
Norway. The idea for such a course came from the
Norwegians, who asked a district medical officer, Dr
Arne 0vertveit, to make the necessary arrangements.
Funds were found which were equal to the cost of such a
course in Norway and travel arranged by charter flight.
A representative from each of the Institutes of General
Medicine in Bergen and Oslo were sent as observers.
The medical programme was arranged jointly by

representatives from the course committee in Norway
and the experimental courses study group of the Royal
College of General Practitioners in London: the course
organizers were Dr John Woodall and Dr Jane Savage.
A log diary was sent out in advance so that each partici-
pant could keep a brief record of his or her own practice
for a period of 14 days, paying special attention to the
topics which were to be discussed on the course.
The course lasted from 10.00 to 17.00 hours each day.

The mornings were spent in concentrating on the main
problems of general practice, and in the afternoons
excursions were arranged to health centres, industrial
medical officers, and to Wellcome's well known medical
museum.
Each subject was introduced by a short talk which

identified the central problems of the subject to be
discussed. The 28 participants then divided into two
groups, each with its own leader, a general practitioner
with special experience of this type of course. We sat in
a circle and offered cases from our 'log book' which
might help to throw light on the topic of the day. The

group leader made us focus on our own problems and
helped us to concentrate on those points we were to
discuss more fully. As time went on, we discovered that
we were not dependent on having a specialist present
from whom we could ask advice: we found we had
enough medical background and experience to solve the
problems ourselves. Nevertheless, the leader played an
important part, as we came to realize.
The leaders were all well informed general prac-

titioners who were always able to support their as-
sertions by references to literature or examinations.
There were occasionally disagreements arising from the
difference between Norwegian and British general prac-
tice, but this made it all the more exciting.

After an hour the two groups reassembled and re-
ported on their discussions to the convenor of the day.
Among the subjects discussed were: coronary illness,
high blood pressure, asthma, problems of the aged, and
gastroenterology in general practice. For some subjects
other groups of health workers were called upon to give
the benefit of their experience.
On the last day we discussed the postgraduate and

further education of general practitioners in the United
Kingdom. We learnt about the strict demands of the
College and were given the opportunity of trying to an-
swer typical questions from the MRCGP examination.
On Thursday we were guests for dinner at the Col-

lege, which was greatly enjoyed, perhaps especially so
because we were joined by our wives and husbands. We
experienced an English custom in an enchanting way
and were delighted with the opportunity it gave us of
getting to know our teachers and group leaders from the
course.
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Can the experience we gained from a British course
for general practitioners be transferred to Norway? The
answer is 'Yes'-if we offer time and energy to learn
how it should be done. To begin with, we must educate
a group of general practitioners in the methods of
organizing such a course. Members of local course com-
mittees must be given the opportunity to meet English
colleagues, whether in Norway or in London, who can
take the ideas back to their colleagues at home.
We all agreed that this was a very special course, such

as we had never experienced before. It was special in
several ways. First, in Norway, we general practitioners
are used to sitting listening to words of wisdom from
specialists. This is a passive way of learning which is not
always relevant or helpful to us in improving our work.
Secondly, in London we were more or less allowed to
arrange the course ourselves. We chose problems from
our own work which quickly proved to be valid for
others in the group. We were also allowed to contribute
towards solving the problems ourselves through our
own experience. Thus the whole content became useful
and relevant. We could relate all the ideas to our own
practices, and were therefore able to take a lot more

home with us. This gave a wonderful feeling of value
which for most of us had the effect of strengthening our
self-confidence.

British general practice is a pioneer influence in
Europe, and the Royal College of General Practitioners
can take most of the credit for this. It has published
many important publications and articles over the years
and has been responsible for many of the improvements
in postgraduate and further education for general prac-
titioners.

Last but not least, I believe the College has enormous
importance for the individual who has passed through
the eye of the needle, which is what the College exam-
ination really means.

I found this course to be by far the best I have
attended on general practice and I regard it as an
important task to introduce the same system in Norway.
Discussions about an examination must be opened with
the Medical Association and in spite of opposition it will
surely come with time, since it is the best means of
control the profession has for safeguarding the com-
petence of its members.

TORE KOKSVIK

OBITUARY

James Herbert Grove-White, MD, FRCGP

Jim Grove-White died in Cirencester on 4 August 1979
in his ninetieth year. Born in 1889, he was educated at
Rugby School and Trinity College, Dublin where he
qualified in 1912. In the same year he went as house
surgeon to the General Hospital, Cheltenham.

In 1914, as a ship's surgeon he was overtaken by
World War I and promptly joined the RAMC. He was
soon with the British Expeditionary Force in France
with the Cavalry Division in the retreat from Mons
thus qualifying as an 'Old Contemptible', which gave
him a life-long interest in the Association of those old
warriors.

In 1916, he transferred to the Indian Medical Service
and was on the North-West frontier and in Persia. He
was invalided from this service and after a spell in a
Ministry of Pensions hospital, entered general practice
in Cirencester.
Always interested in the administrative side of medi-

cine, he was for many years Chairman of the old Panel
Committee and later of the Local Medical Committee
and Executive Council.
He was a founder member of the Royal College of

General Practitioners and in 1954 was one of the few
doctors who met in Bristol to discuss the possibility of
forming a South-West Faculty. The other leading lights

at this historic meeting included Drs Hunt, Cameron,
Stephens, McConaghey, and Cookson. When the
Faculty was founded, he was elected its first Chairman
and later its first Provost-which post he held for the
maximum three years. He remained active on the Board
until 1970.

In those early days he was a member of Council for
four years and later was the faculty representative on
the Board of Censors.

In the South-West he came to be regarded as the
Father of the Faculty. At all times his natural and
national charm was irresistible. If he came to twist your
arm about anything, it was utterly futile to resist. It is
possible that another Dublin man might have had a
chance, but I never saw that happen.
The infant College owed much to men like him: men

who had vision and the conviction and stickability to
convince and convert-never an easy and always a
thankless task.

In spite of his great age, he died virtually in harness,
working until a few weeks before his death in the
Cotswolds which he loved and knew so well. He was a
great character and a great 'College' man and in the
West Country he will be remembered with affection and
gratitude.

JOHN MILES
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